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1 CinemaHD

1.1 Welcome

Welcome

 

Converts video-DVDs and video files for a number of high-quality devices, among
them Sony PS3, Microsoft Xbox 360 and Apple TV.

 

 

 

The  information  contained  in  this  document is  subject to  change  at  any  time  without  prior  notice  and  does  not  represent  any
commitment on  the  part of  Engelmann  Media GmbH. The  software  featuring in  this  document is  also  governed  by  the  relevant
license agreement that is specified elsewhere.

All rights are reserved, including the right to reproduce, transfer, distribute and translate this document. No part of  this  manual  may
be  reproduced  in  any  form  whatsoever,  including  the  use  of  photocopy,  microfilm  or  data  processing  systems,  without  prior
written permission. All rights of reproduction are also reserved.

Apple TV is a registered trademark of  Apple, PlayStation  is  a registered  trademark of  Sony, Xbox 360 and  Windows like  any  other
programs  featuring  in  the  operating  system  are  trademarks  or  registered  trademarks  of  Microsoft  Corporation,  USA.  All  other
trademarks and  descriptions explicitly  or  implicitly  mentioned  in  this  manual  are  the  property  of  their  respective  owners.  The
information  in  this  manual  is  made  public  without  consideration  of  any  patent  protection  and  serves  solely  the  purpose  of
knowledge transfer..

The  utmost  care  has  been  taken  in  collating  the  text  and  figures  for  this  manual.  Nevertheless,  errors  cannot  be  completely
excluded.  Neither  the  author  nor  Engelmann  Media  GmbH  assume  therefore  any  warranty  of  any  kind  whatsoever,  any  legal
responsibility  or  any  liability  for  harm  that arises in  connection  with  the  information  described. Furthermore, neither  the  author
nor Engelmann Media GmbH may be held accountable for harm that can be attributed to software or hardware  malfunctions or  for
infringements of patents or other third-party rights arising from this.

 

© 2009, Engelmann Media GmbH, www.engelmann.com

All rights reserved

 

http://www.engelmann.com
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Manual and help : http://www.gutenburger.de, info@gutenburger.de.

1.2 System requirements

System requirements

 

Software
Program installation requires a functioning Windows-operating system. Supported are Windows Vista and  Windows
XP (Home/Professional).

The requirements for playback of CinemaHD 2.0-created  files  are often  integrated  in  the Windows-operating system.
For playback you  need  a DirectShow-software player (like for example Windows Media Player 11)  as  well as  various
DirectShow-filters: For MP4 with MPEG-4-ASP- and MPEG-4-AVC-video as  well as  AAC-sound  the free-of-charge
Apple  QuickTime-Player  is  suitable,  for  AVI-files  with  MPEG-4-ASP  and  MP3-sound  the  free-of-charge  DivX-
Decoder. We also recommend  the comprehensive and  free-of-charge ffdshow-filter package in  combination with  the
Haali Media Splitter.

Alternatively you can play the created media with autonomous software players like e.g. VLC, Media Player Classic and
GOM. The media player integrated  in  CinemaHD 2.0 can  be used  for playback by collecting  the  desired  files  in  list
view and playing them from there.

Hardware
Conversion with CinemaHD 2.0 requires at least the following hardware components:

CPU with min. 1 GHz, for high-definition videos we recommend a modern dual-core CPU, at least a
2GHz-processor
min. 256 Megabyte RAM (512 MByte recommended), for Windows Vista 1 GByte
about 20 MB free hard-disk storage for program installation
several Gigabyte free memory to store the converted video files (depending on e.g. number, length and
resolution of the source files)
a 16 Bit sound card
CD/DVD-ROM-drive (optional)
graphic card with overlay-functions (for display of preview)
mouse or compatible input device

 

.NET Framework
For correct  execution CinemaHD  2.0  requires  the  .NET  Framework  3  by  Microsoft.  In  many  cases  the  package  is
already installed  on the computer.  If not so,  the setup-routine will  inform  you  and  enable an  automatic download
with subsequent installation. This requires an existing Internet connection.
 

1.3 Support

Support

 
If unexpected problems occur when using the CinemaHD 2.0 please contact our support. Important: To help  you  as
effectively as possible we require the following information:

Program name (i.e. CinemaHD 2.0) and version number. You find the version number via the info-icon in
the symbol bar.
Designation of used operating system.
Short error description and indication of frequency (sporadic or regular). If you have a screenshot of an error

http://www.gutenburger.de
mailto:info@gutenburger.de
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message please attach it to your e-mail inquiry.

Web
You can reach our Support -Centre via http:/ / www.engelmann.com.

1.4 Installation

Installation

 

 

Proceed as follows to install CinemaHD 2.0:
1. Save all current data and close all open programs.
2. Start the downloaded Exe-file with a double click.
3. The setup assistant installs the application for you.

Setup Assistant
The setup assistant is responsible for the almost completely automated  installation  and  will  guide you  step  by step.
As usual the following procedure applies:

The button N ex t calls the next installation step.
The button Back  calls the previous installation step.
The button Cancel stops the installation. No changes at the system are made until the program files are
finally copied.

 

Destination folder, skins and start links

To determine the destination folder the buttons ‚Browse’ (destination) and ‚Disc usage’  (disc space requirements)  are
available.  Default  installation  of  CinemaHD  2.0  is  in  folder  ‚C:\Program  Files\Engelmann  Media
GmbH\CinemaHD 2.0’.

To determine the colour of the program interface enable the respective entry with a mouse click.  In  program  ‚settings’
you can change the selection at any time.

The option ‚Create Desktop shortcut’  links  the program  to  your desktop; the option ‚Create quick launch shortcut’
allows starting the program via the quick launch in the task bar.

A click on ‚Next’  and  ‚Install’  installs  CinemaHD 2.0 on your computer.  If you  want  to  change  an  option  use  the
‚Back’ button to go to previous dialogues.

Finish the installation by a last click on the button ‚Install’.

 

 

http://www.engelmann.com
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2 Introduction

2.1 Program start

Program start

 
After  successful  installation  you  start  CinemaHD  2.0  via  ‚Start  >  All  programs  >Engelmann  Media  GmbH  >
CinemaHD 2.0’.

Licensing
When starting the application for the first time you are asked  to  enter a serial number,  which  you  find  depending on
the purchase version either in the manual, on the packaging/CD-cover or in the E-mail. Please enter the serial number
to the respective field and click on ‚Check key’. The application is released when the input is correct.

Registration
Here you can call the start screen of the demo mode anew to  register the application (see also  notes  on licensing and
demo version above).

Demo version
You can use CinemaHD 2.0 for 7 days as unrestricted demo version. For application beyond this  test  phase you  need
a valid licence. If you want to test the software after expiry of the trial period for another 14 days, please register via the
link ‚Free Trial-Key’.  We will  send  you  immediately  and  without  obligation  an  active  serial  number  for  the  above
mentioned period to the indicated E-mail address.

To use the software in demo-mode please click on ‚Continue’.

2.2 Program structure

Program structure

 
CinemaHD 2.0 is  in  large parts  exclusively operated  with  the  mouse.  Navigation  like  selection  of  single  options  is
made by clicking the left mouse key. The right mouse key is  reserved  to  one or the other context  menu. To add  files
start  the integrated  file explorer via button ‚Open file’  or ‚Open  DVD’,  attributes  are  normally  selected  via  folding
lists.

Program structure
As you  can see from  the image,  the program  interface  consists  of  three  parts  for  sources  (main  area),  information
(right) and settings for conversion options (bottom).

Sources: By means of the ‚open’-button you load the files or video-DVD-titles/chapters to be converted
and collect them in the list view.
Info: Shows name and runtime of an entry marked in list view as well as cut marks. Preview of a file or a
DVD-video and creation of a movie picture are likewise possible.
Attributes: Selection of target device, directory and quality and – via additional dialogue – the manual
setting/change of resolution, bit- and frame rate, sound attributes and scaling filter. The tool for splitting
files is also enabled here.

 

Symbol bar
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The symbol bar on top right serves for calling general program functions.

Registration
Here you can call the start screen of the demo mode anew to  register the application (see also  notes  on licensing and
demo version above)

Update
This  function serves  for  manual  program  update.  The  check  does  not  take  a  lot  of  time  and  should  be  repeated
regularly.  All  registered  users  receive  free-of-charge  updates  according  to  the  respective  version  number  of  their
programs.

Tip: The ‚Enable automatic update’  option in  program  settings  guarantees  that  CinemaHD  2.0  automatically
searches for updates during program start.

Note: The update-assistant only transfers the program data required for update; it does not transfer any personal
information.

Settings
General program settings concern the starting, display and automatic update.

Hide splash screen: suppresses the display of the start screen.
Maximize application: program surface covers the whole desktop when starting.
Auto-Update: enables the automatic update function for check of program version.
Window colour: Allows changing the window colour. The change becomes valid immediately.

Help
Starts the online help.

Info: About CinemaHD 2.0.

 

2.3 Brief instructions

Brief instructions

In the following you find a description of the first steps with your CinemaHD 2.0. Details follow in the next chapter.

Click on the button

,

to load a video file or

,

to read a DVD-video.

You can spare a movie file, a DVD-video title/chapter of the list view from conversion by removing the tick from  the
respective checkbox.

Under options you determine the following settings:

Device: Select the device for which you want to create a video. Alternatively you can enable a general profile
(like e.g. ‚DivX Home’ or ‚AVI’), which is compatible with numerous players.
Quality: It applies: the higher the quality you want for your video, the more time you need for creation.
Together with quality the file size will increase.
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Advanced settings: You come to ‚Advanced Settings’ via an additional dialogue. These comprise:
o Resolution: Depending on the device, various resolutions are available. If you can select between

different values, choose a resolution that corresponds or almost corresponds to the physical resolution
of your device (common TV or HDTV).

o Bit rate: Concerning the bit rate it applies: the higher it is the more storage capacity requires the clip and
the better will be in most cases the picture quality.

o Frame rate: A lower frame rate than the source spares bit rate (which is then used by the codec for
improving the picture quality), but can cause stuttering during playback. The original frame rate is
displayed in the info section.

o Resize mode: Adjusts the picture to the display format (more info below).

o Audio bit rate and -attributes: Concerning the audio bit rate it applies: select lower bit rates for elder
movies or movies where the sound track is not that important. Higher bit rates are suitable for music
clips or videos with high-quality, original sound track. Concerning the number of channels and the
sample rate you should take the original values as guide. Increased values do not result in a better
sound; a reduction saves at least memory.

o Keep resolution: suppresses the change of resolution (overwrites a default).

o Enhance mode: selection of filter to be used for change of resolution (more info below).

o Keep frame rate: suppresses the change of frame rate (overwrites a default).

o Split size: splits the target file into parts with the default maximum file size.

 

Default settings: enables the default settings of the current profile.

Bit rate calculator: serves  for determining the optimum  bit  rate or the required  bit  rate for a defined  file size.  See
below for more details.

Finally click on

,

Determine the target folder and start conversion via ‚Start’. For detailed instructions see the next chapter.
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3 Load media

3.1 Open file

Open file

 

Via the ‚Open file’ button you load the video files to be converted to the program  (as  usual under Windows you  can
use the Ctrl or S hift key to select several files simultaneously). Supported are the following source formats:  AVI, ASF,
FLV, DIVX, WMV (Windows Media Video), MKV (Matroska), MOV (Apple QuickTime Video), MPG, MPEG, TS
(transport streams, e.g. of TV-recordings), MP4, 3GP (video standard used for mobile phones),  3G2 (video standard
used for mobile phones), RM (RealMedia)

To simplify matters the file view of the program explorer only shows compatible files, i.e.  files,  which  CinemaHD 2.0
can handle. Navigation and selection of source files is made similar to the Windows-Explorer.

Note: In  case of video files  with  several language tracks,  the first  sound  track is  used  as  source  material.  In  case  of
complete DVD-videos you can select the desired language track.

Existing  list  entries  are  completed  by  new  files  so  that  you  can  generate  a  large  collection  of  contents,  which  are
processed  one after the other.  This  is  in  contrast  to  DVD-videos,  where an  existing list  is  emptied  and  overwritten
with new content when the disc is changed and loaded anew.

Conversion list        

The conversion list provides the following information and functions:
The Checkbox marks the respective entry for conversion (or spares it when disabled).
The column Name shows the designation of the entry-related file.
The column Duration informs about the length of the video.
The column Format indicates the used compression format.

 

The right click to an entry shows a context menu with following entries:
Information: Shows information about the current entry as well as a poster of the movie (requires an open
Internet connection).
Open folder: Starts an explorer view at the storage location of the respective file.
Move up/down: moves the marked entry one line up or down.
Select/Deselect: Marks the respective entry for or spares it from conversion.
Select all/Deselect all: Marks the whole list for or spares it from conversion.
Remove: Clears the entry from the list (original file is not changed).
Remove all: Empties the whole list (original files are not changed!).

3.2 Open DVD

Open DVD

 

You  open a video-DVD via the button ‚Open DVD’.  Via  search  mask  you  determine  the  drive  with  the  inserted
DVD, mark it and click on ‚OK’. (DVD-videos may be stored in folders on the hard disk but the folder must have an
intact IFO-file.)

After loading the list view shows all contents of the DVD, separated by single ‚titles’ (one of which  contains  the main
movie and the others the extras); each title is divided into separate ‚chapters’.  A mouse click on an  entry opens it  and
shows the contained chapters or closes the title when it is open.
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Note: Titles containing chapters are always marked with (+)

At the left side of the conversion list  you  find  as  usual the little checkboxes,  one per entry,  i.e.  for a complete title as
well as  for single chapters.  When enabling the checkbox of a title entry,  this  automatically selects  all  chapters  of  this
title for conversion.

If however you want to convert  selected  chapters,  disable the checkbox of the respective title and  move the tick(s)  to
the corresponding chapter checkboxes.  This  is  recommended  if you  want to  convert  single sound  tracks of a music-
DVD.

Differences to the list of single files:
In the column Name  you find the designations of single titles and chapters, referring to the DVD-name. If
accidentally two or several videos with the same name are read one after the other and if accidentally two
chapters with the same name are converted, CinemaHD 2.0 automatically adds a number to the existing file
name.
The column Duration indicates the length of title or chapter. Normally, the longest title is the main movie.
In the column Language you find a folding list instead of a single entry; it shows all language tracks of the
marked entry and you have to select one.
The column Subtitle shows a list of all subtitle tracks, one of which you have to select. Please consider that
subtitles are ‚burnt in’ and cannot be faded out.

3.3 Info section

Info section

 

If you are not sure about the content of an  entry in  conversion list,  call  the integrated  media player for preview. This
works with video files as well as with DVD-titles and single chapters.

To start  preview mark an  entry  and  click  on  ‚Play’  on  the  media  player.  DVD-titles  are  played  completely  with  all
chapters, chapters are played individually.

Operating elements of the player from left to right:
Cut: calls the module for cutting the entry.
Break: interrupts the playback. To start playback again click on ‚Play’.
Play: starts playback (anew).
Stop: stops playback.
Shot: creates a snapshot of the current playback position in original resolution and in JPG-format.

The Progress bar shows the playback position in the running video but can  also  be used  to  determine the playback
position  manually,  by 'touching'  the  bar  with  the  cursor  and  moving  it  to  the  left/right  with  the  left  mouse  key
pressed.

Furthermore, the info section provides information on the marked file, title or chapter:
Name: name of file or DVD-title/chapter.
Duration: length of selected entry.
Start: marker for the start of a video cut.
Stop: marker for the end of a video cut.

You get additional information via the correspondent entry in context menu (only displayed if available):

Name: name of file or DVD-title/chapter.
Title: title of movie.
Comment: description of movie.
Save cover: allows local saving of title graphics in JPG-format.
Format: indication of used file container for video- and audio tracks.
Duration: length of the respective entry.
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Resolution: shows the original resolution in the marked video.
Frame rate: frame rate of the original (may or may not be taken over).
Audio bit rate: bit rate used for coding the audio track.
Channels: number of channels of video soundtrack.
Sample rate: original sample rate used for coding the sound track.
Open folder: Starts the Windows-Explorer at the storage location of the current file.

3.4 Video cut

Video cut

 

To cut an undesired introduction or the credits of a movie mark the respective entry and  click on the scissors  symbol
in the player.

Place the movable marker to the start of the sequence to be cut and click on ‚Start’.

Then move it to the end and click on ‚Stop’.  Quit  the dialogue with  ‚Save’  if you  want to  make the cut  or ‚Cancel’  if
you want to reject your changes. The rest of the video is converted; the cut sequence is left out.

3.5 Start conversion

Start conversion

 

A click on ‚Start conversion’ enables the converter.  It  converts  all  entries  or selected  DVD-video-components  that  are
ticked. A percent-progress bar informs you of how much time has  passed  or is  still  required,  which  entry is  currently
being converted and for which audio- and video options you decided.

Via ‚open output path’ you start the Windows-Explorer directly in the directory with the converted video(s).

The option ‚Shutdown computer after conversion’ is recommended if you have numerous jobs in  the waiting queue
and want the computer to work over night. The program guarantees  that  the computer is  shut down when the jobs
are finished. (Note: after shutdown the computer is still in stand-by-mode.)
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4 Target settings

4.1 General

General

 
Below the list view you  find  the settings  for the target  videos.  Please consider that  all  list  entries,  i.e.  all  media to  be
converted, will get the parameters selected here.

Tip:  If  you  want  to  use  different  parameters  than  the  currently  selected  for  one  or  several  sources,  disable  the
respective entries and postpone their conversion.

4.2 Formats

Formats

 

Via the folding list  designated  ‚Format’  you  determine  a  profile,  i.e.  defaults,  with  which  the  program  creates  the
various  video  types.  Each  of  the  15  available  profiles  provides  special  defaults  and  stores  the  respectively  defined
videos.

Some differences are obvious (like file endings MPG,  MP4,  3GP,  WMV  or  AVI  or  the  picture  size  HD  or  PAL);
others are hidden in the depth of applied  conversion techniques.  Format profiles  ‚MP4 (H.264) HD’ and  ‚MP4 HD’
for instance  store  videos  in  MP4-file  containers  but  within  this  ‚container’  one  may  find  different  video  formats:
MPEG-4 AVC in one case, MPEG-4 ASP (e.g. DivX) in another.

The documentation of your player will inform you whether one or several format(s)  is/are suitable.  DivX-compatible
DVD-players  for  example  normally  support  MPEG-4-SP  (‚DivX-Home’,  ‚Xvid-Home’)  and  MPEG-2  (‚DVD
NTSC’, ‚DVD PAL’, ‚SVCD NTSC’, ‚SVCD PAL’).

Tip: If you are not sure which audio/video format and/or resolution you should use (and if the specifications in  the
manual  do  not  help),  you  should  refer  to  Internet  forums  and  device  packaging.  Often,  the  packaging  is  more
informative concerning the supported standards than the manual

Pay attention to the following features (for more details see below):
File container: MP4, AVI, WMV or MPG (Attention: MP4 can contain different video formats).
Sound format: AAC, MP3 or MP2.
Video format: MPEG-4-SP, MPEG-4-AVC or MPEG-2.
Attributes like video bit rate, frame rate and resolution: most devices are limited as far as bit- and frame
rates and resolutions are concerned.

4.3 Quality

Quality

 

CinemaHD  2.0  provides  three  different  qualities  for  creation  of  videos:  H igh,  medium  and  L ow,  to  be  adjusted  by
means of the slide control. This manipulates the image quality of your video; the better the quality the more time you
need for compression.
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The lower the quality,  the ‚smoother’  a movie will  become and  particularly sequences  with  lots  of  movements  will
show more block artefacts as with the next higher level. You have to decide yourself whether it is worth  while in  every
case to  invest  more time for the better image quality.  Sometimes  you  may  prefer  to  create  some  videos  in  a  rush;
sometimes you will try to gain as much quality as possible.

You  should  also  take into  consideration that  people are sensitive  to  compressed  movie  material  in  different  ways.
Quite  a  few  may  consider  the  medium  quality  to  be  already  very  satisfying.  Furthermore,  the  source  material
considerably influences the final result.  Quiet  movies  for instance are less  prone to  block artefacts  than action  films;
and videos with low resolution or bad picture quality should not be compressed with a high  quality level because it  is
not worth the effort.

Low: fastest results but lower quality than the two others.
Medium: best compromise of time, quality and file size. So created videos provide a convenient quality, a
moderate file size and the time required is acceptable.
High: best possible picture quality but requires a lot more time to create the videos.

Note on picture quality of the source: The original picture quality of source videos can  be very different.  Most of
the flash videos on the Internet are normally of low quality so that they can easily be streamed with low bandwidth.  If
you can choose during download  between a version with  high  quality and  one with  lower,  take the better quality.  If
there is no alternative adjust the target options to those of the source.

Determine the initial resolution and do not scale up too much since originally small picture sizes  are poorly displayed
on TV. This  is  not a software  failure  but  results  from  the  fact  that  small  pictures  do  not  provide  a  lot  of  image
information and the missing elements are difficult to reconstruct.

If a clip  with  low resolution and  bit  rate is  to  be converted  for a large display,  choose one  of  the  ‚DivX  Home’  or
‚Xvid  Home’  profiles  with  high  quality  level.  Though  it  is  possible  to  convert  videos  with  low  quality  and  low
resolution in the original values and to enhance them later by the TV, CinemaHD 2.0 normally is the better alternative
for scaling up.

4.4 Advanced settings

4.4.1 Video settings

Video settings

 
Resolution: Different devices are compatible to different resolutions. To save storage capacity it can be
worth using a lower resolution (only with simultaneously lowered bit rate).
Bit rate: The higher the bit rate the larger the video file will become, the better the picture quality. One
should generally use higher bit rates for higher resolutions.
Frame rate: The frame rate should correspond to the original. One can lower the frame rate to spare bit rate
which then improves the picture quality; however, many people often perceive a change of frame rate as
negative since this can cause stuttering. Yet it sometimes may become inevitable to modify the frame rate
because the respective target device requires a certain value.
Resize mode: This setting serves for adjusting a video to a modified aspect ratio.

o Normal: The aspect ratio is adopted 1:1.

o Stretch: The picture is stretched to the suitable size.

o Non-Linear: The picture is stretched to the suitable size in non-linear mode.

o Pan & Scan: The screen is adjusted, i.e. enhanced in one dimension (height or width) for to fit to
screen while the other dimension is reduced accordingly.

4.4.2 Audio settings

Audio settings
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Channels: It applies: videos with high-quality sound track should get two channels; for elder movies and/
or those with many dialogues one channel is normally sufficient.
Bit rate: Audio tracks of elder movies can often do with a bit rate between 96 and max. 128 Kbit/S. For
music videos and videos with high-quality sound track a higher bit rate is recommended, e.g. 128 Kbit/S for
an AAC-track (MP4-coding) and 160 Kbit/S for MP3-tracks (e.g. AVI- or MP4-coding with DivX- or Xvid-
profile).
Sample rate: The sample rate should be adjusted to that of the original. It applies: the higher the sample
rate the better the sound.

4.4.3 Extended settings

Extended settings

Keep resolution: Overwrites the value above and adopts the resolution of the source material.
Enhance mode: When changing the resolution this normally results in artefacts, which are removed by
special scaling filters. The following filters are available:
o Bilinear: Fastest interpolation method, yet not the most thorough one. Details are smoothed.

o Bicubic: One of the most common interpolation methods which keeps details and still works quickly.

o Nearest Neighbour: Filter, which uses multi-variant interpolation and preserves colours as well as fine
details.

o Spline 16: Step-by-step interpolation with an accuracy of up to 16 bit.

o Spline 32: Step-by-step interpolation with an accuracy of up to 32 bit.

o Lanczos 3: One of the most effective scaling filters, often used for increased resolutions above 320 x
240. The filter works more accurately than the previously mentioned but also takes more time.

o Lanczos 4: Like Lanczos 3, but even more accurate.

o Gaussian: Another filter for interpolation of images, based on the Gauss-algorithm and suitable for
both, scale up and -down.

o EDO (Edge Detection): Complex technique for concealing scaling artefacts, based on pixel
correlation. E dge Detection Interpolation (E DI) is the most effective of all applied techniques but also the
most time-consuming.

Keep frame rate: Overwrites the value above and adopts the frame rate of the source material.
Split size: Supposed you have to observe maximum file sizes, for example because you use USB-sticks or
cards with lower capacity for storage or because you have to observe the architecture of a file system (FAT32
does not accept files larger than 4 GByte), you tell the program to store converted videos in parts with
identical maximum sizes (in Megabyte). Use the bit rate calculator to keep the maximum file size.

4.4.4 Bit rate calculator

Bit rate calculator

 

The Bit rate calculator allows calculating maximum file sizes or bit rates. Therefore you first determine which  size is  to
be calculated, then enter the length  of the respective movie via the slide control and  move that  of the bit  rate or file
size.

Example: In order to calculate the estimated  size of a 90 minutes  video file,  choose the item  ‚file size’  from  the list
and move the slide control to ‚90 minutes’. If you now enter the used  bit  rate,  the calculator shows you  the expected
file size. If there is still space on your storage medium  you  can increase the bit  rate,  but  you  should  always take a bit
less than the maximum so that the program has some scope left and does not create files that are too large.

On the other hand, it  is  also  possible to  insert  the maximum  file size in  order  to  calculate  the  maximum  bit  rate.
Again, you should take a bit less than maximum.
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4.5 Application examples

Application examples

 

Finally some examples of how you can use the integrated profiles. Keep in mind that several models  can  also  be used
for other than the documented purposes. Consult  the respective player manual in  order to  find  out which  format is
supported by which attributes.  The following hints may be of help:

DVD-Player

The following profiles can be used, as DVD-players usually play DVD and SVCD material:
DVD PAL (every DVD-player), DVD NTSC (many players)
SVCD PAL (many DVD-players), SVCD NTSC (many players)

DVD/MPEG-4-Player

These types of players  are normally DivX- or Xvid-certified  and  can  basically  handle  MPEG-4-SP  in  AVI-container
with MP3-sound. Possible profiles:

DivX Home (DivX- or DivX-Ultra-certified as well as players that are generally labelled MPEG-4-
compatible)
Xvid Home (Xvid-certified as well as players that are generally labelled MPEG-4-compatible)
AVI HD (few explicitly designated DVD-players, more often hard drive players)
DVD PAL (every player), DVD NTSC (many players), MPEG-2 HD (few explicitly designated players)
SVCD PAL (many players), SVCD NTSC (many players)
WMV HD, Xbox 360 (few explicitly designated players)
Apple TV, MP4 HD, Sony PS3 (various MPEG-4-compatible DVD-players with Nero-Digital-HD-
certification)

Hard drive players

See above (DVD/MPEG-4-player).

Streaming-Clients

See above (DVD/MPEG-4-player).

Mobile Multimedia players

In this filed you find a large variety of models. Concerning the supported  formats,  however,  normally AVI and  MP4
are employed. Possible profiles:

DivX Home (often low resolution, in case of high-performance portables also in high resolution, e.g.
Centrix and Archos players)
Xvid Home (often low resolution, in case of high-performance portables also in high resolution, e.g.
Centrix and Archos players)
Nero Digital (e.g. Sony Walkman)

PlayStation 3

Besides  videos  of  the  ‚Sony  PS3’  profile,  also  those  of  the  ‚DivX-Home’  or  ‚Xvid  Home’  profile  can  be  played.
Furthermore, PlayStation 3 can handle MPG-files (‚DVD NTSC/PAL’, ‚SVCD NTSC/PAL’).

The videos can  either be transferred  from  the PC to  the console via network or be copied  from  a memory card  or a
connected USB device onto the console’s integrated hard drive. Playback of CD/DVD/Blu-ray-Disc is also possible.

Xbox 360

Besides  videos  of  the  ‚Xbox  360’  profile,  also  those  of  the  ‚DivX-Home’  or  ‚Xvid  Home’  profile  can  be  played.
Furthermore, Xbox 360 can handle MPG-files (‚DVD NTSC/PAL’, ‚SVCD NTSC/PAL’).

The Xbox 360 gets media files via streaming from a PC equipped with Microsoft Windows XP or Vista Media Center
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Edition or Windows Media Player (as  of version  11).  Alternatively  you  can  copy  your  files  onto  memory  cards  or
other USB devices, or burn them on CD/DVD and play them there.

4.5.1 Apple TV

Apple TV

This  profile serves  for creation of videos for Apples  Settop  Box  ‚Apple  TV’.  MP4-files  with  MPEG-4-AVC-video
(H264) and  AAC-sound  are being stored.  Concerning the supported  resolutions,  besides  the usual PAL-resolution
also the slightly lower value 640 x 480 is available (these videos can also be played on e.g. iPods and iPhones).

4.5.2 DivX Home

DivX Home

This  profile  serves  for  creation  of  MPEG-4-SP-Videos  for  DivX-certified  DVD-  and  other  players,  for  instance
Streaming-Clients, hard drive players, portable multimedia players  or the like.  AVI-files  with  MPEG-4-SP-video and
MP3-sound are being stored. The different quality classes contain the following attributes:

High: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 1,200 Kbit/S; the resolution is 720 x 576 pixels. The
audio bit rate is 192 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.
Medium: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 900 Kbit/S; the resolution is 640 x 480 pixels.
The audio bit rate is 160 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.
Low: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 600 Kbit/S; the resolution is 640 x 480 pixels. The
audio bit rate is 128 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.

4.5.3 DVD NTSC/PAL

DVD NTSC/PAL

This profile serves for creation of MPEG-2-videos for DVD- and similar players. The Standard is DVD format;  MPG
files with MPEG-2-video and MP2-sound are being stored.

High: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 6,000 Kbit/S, the resolution is 720 x 480 (NTSC), or
720 x 576 (PAL). The audio bit rate is 320 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.
Medium: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum if 4,500 Kbit/S, the resolution is 720 x 480 pixel
(NTSC), or 720 x 576 (PAL). The audio bit rate is 256 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.
Low: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 3,000 Kbit/S, the resolution is 720 x 480 (NTSC), or
720 x 576 (PAL). The audio bit rate is 192 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hzt.

Notice: Your player has to be able to play single files  that  are not stored  in  the directory structure DVDs or SVCDs
are  usually  stored  in.  Normally  this  does  not  cause  any  problems,  only  few  older  players  could  possibly  not  be
cooperative. The completed files do not contain a selection menu and the devices immediately start the playback.

4.5.4 AVI (MPEG4) HD

AVI (MPEG4) HD

This  profile  serves  for  creation  of  MPEG-4-SP-videos  for  DivX-certified  DVD-  and  other  players,  for  instance
Streaming-Clients,  hard  drive players,  portable multimedia players  or the  like.  AVI-files  with  MPEG-4-SP-video  in
high resolution (720p) and MP3-sound are being stored. The different quality classes contain the following attributes:

High: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 6,000 Kbit/S; the resolution is 1,280 x 720 pixels.
The audio bit rate is 192 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.
Medium: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 4,000 Kbit/S; the resolution is 1,280 x 720 pixels.
The audio bit rate is 160 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.
Low: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 2,000 Kbit/S; the resolution is 1,280 x 720 pixels. The
audio bit rate is 128 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.
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4.5.5 MP4 (H.264) HD

MP4 (H.264) HD

‚MP4 (H.264) HD’ is the profile for creation of videos in the new H.264/AVC-format and  in  high  resolution (720p),
e.g. for compatible media centres, HTPC and similar devices. MP4-files with MPEG-4-AVC-video (H.264) and  AAC-
sound are being stored. The different quality classes are determined as follows:

High: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 4,000 Kbit/S; the resolution is 1,280 x 720 pixels.
The audio bit rate is 96 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.
Medium: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 3,000 Kbit/S; the resolution is 1,280 x 720 pixels.
The audio bit rate is 96 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.
Low: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 2,000 Kbit/S; the resolution is 1,280 x 720 pixels. The
audio bit rate is 96 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.

Notice: Since the AVC-codec works more effectively than the MPEG-SP-codec (like in the DivX-profile),  the used  bit
rates  can  be determined  comparatively lower without  influencing  the  image  quality.  The  same  applies  to  the  AAC
format of the audio track that is superior to MP3.

4.5.6 MP4 HD

MP4 HD

This profile serves for creation of MPEG-4-SP-videos in  high  resolution (720p) for Nero-Digital-certified  DVD- and
other players,  for instance Streaming-Clients,  hard  drive players   or  the  like.  MP4-files  with  MPEG-4-SP-video  and
AAC-sound are being stored. The different quality classes contain the following attributes:

High: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 6,000 Kbit/S; the resolution is 1,280 x 720 pixels.
The audio bit rate is 128 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.
Medium: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 4,000 Kbit/S; the resolution is 1,280 x 720 pixels.
The audio bit rate is 128 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.
Low: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 2,000 Kbit/S; the resolution is 1,280 x 720 pixels. The
audio bit rate is 128 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.

4.5.7 MPEG-2 HD

MPEG-2 HD

This profile serves for creation of MPEG-2-videos in high resolution (720p) for DVD- and similar players,  MPG-files
with MPEG-2-video and MP2-sound are being stored.

High: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 8,000 Kbit/S; the resolution is 1,280 x 720 pixels.
The audio bit rate is 224 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.
Medium: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 6,000 Kbit/S; the resolution is 1,280 x 720 pixels.
The audio bit rate is 224 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.
Low: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 4,000 Kbit/S; the resolution is 1,280 x 720 pixels. The
audio bit rate is 224 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.

4.5.8 WMV HD

WMV HD

This  profile  serves  for  creation  of  high  resolution  videos  (720p)  for  different  multimedia-players  supported  by
Windows Media,  either directly or via  streaming-server  (e.g.  Xbox  360).  WMV-files  with  WMV-video  and  WMA-
sound are being stored. The different quality classes are determined as follows:

High: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 4,000 Kbit/S; the resolution is 1,280 x 720 pixels.
The audio bit rate is 192 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.
Medium: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 3,000 Kbit/S; the resolution is 1,280 x 720 pixels.
The audio bit rate is 192 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.
Low: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 2,000 Kbit/S; the resolution is 1,280 x 720 pixels. The
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audio bit rate is 192 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.

4.5.9 Nero Digital

Nero Digital

This profile serves for creation of MPEG-4-SP-videos for Nero-Digital-certified  DVD- and  other players,  for instance
Streaming-Clients, hard drive players  or the like.  MP4-files  with  MPEG-4-SP-video and  AC-sound  are being stored.
The different quality classes contain the following attributes:

High: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 1,200 Kbit/S; the resolution is 640 x 480 pixels. The
audio bit rate is 128 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.
Medium: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 900 Kbit/S; the resolution is 320 x 240 pixels.
The audio bit rate is 96 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.
Low: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 600 Kbit/S; the resolution is 320 x 240 pixels. The
audio bit rate is 96 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.

4.5.10 Sony PS3

Sony PS3

The profile ‚Sony PS3’ serves for creation of videos in H.264/AVC-format and high resolution (720p). MP4-files with
MPEG-4-AVC-video  (H.264)  and  AAC-sound  are  being  stored.  The  different  quality  classes  are  determined  as
follows:

High: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 4,000 Kbit/S; the resolution is 1,280 x 720 pixels.
The audio bit rate is 128 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.
Medium: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 3,000 Kbit/S; the resolution is 1,280 x 720 pixels.
The audio bit rate is 128 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.
Low: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 2,000 Kbit/S; the resolution is 1,280 x 720 pixels. The
audio bit rate is 128 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.

4.5.11 SVCD NTSC/PAL

SVCD NTSC/PAL

This profile serves  for creation of MPEG-2-videos for DVD- and  similar players.  The standard  is  Super Video-CD-
format, MPG-files with MPEG-2-video and MP2-sound are being stored.

High: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 2,200 Kbit/S; the resolution is 480 x 480 pixels
(NTSC), or 480 x 576 pixels (PAL). The audio bit rate is 224 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.
Medium: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 1,700 Kbit/S; the resolution is 480 x 480 pixels
(NTSC), or 480 x 576 pixels (PAL). The audio bit rate is 224 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.
Low: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 1,200 Kbit/S; the resolution is 480 x 480 pixels
(NTSC), or 480 x 576 pixels (PAL). The audio bit rate is 192 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.

Special  SVCD-players  can  hardly  be  found  on  the  market  nowadays.  However,  virtually  every  DVD-player  accepts
SVCD-compatible MPG-files. The main difference between those and DVD-compatible MPG-files is the resolution.

Notice: Your player has to be able to play single files  that  are not stored  in  the directory structure DVDs or SVCDs
are  usually  stored  in.  Normally  this  does  not  cause  any  problems,  only  few  older  players  could  possibly  not  be
cooperative. The completed files do not contain a selection menu and the devices immediately start the playback.

4.5.12 Xbox 360

Xbox 360

This profile serves for creation of high resolution videos (720p) for the Microsoft  Xbox 360 game console,  either for
direct  playback or via PC with  server-software  (e.g.  Vista  Media  Center).  WMV-files  with  WMV-video  and  WMA-
sound are being stored. The different quality classes are determined as follows:

High: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 4,000 Kbit/S; the resolution is 1,280 x 720 pixels.
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The audio bit rate is 192 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.
Medium: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum of 3,000 Kbit/S; the resolution is 1,280 x 720 pixels.
The audio bit rate is 192 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.
Low: The video bit rate is set up with a maximum 2,000 Kbit/S, the resolution is 1,280 x 720 pixels. The
audio bit rate is 192 Kbit/S and is stored in stereo with 44,100 Hz.

4.5.13 Xvid Home

Xvid Home

The Xvid-Home-profile contains the same attributes  as  the ‚DivX Home’-model.  The difference is  that  Xvid  Home
is designed for Xvid-certified and MPEG-4-compatible devices in general. If your MPEG-4-player does not recognize
a DivX-Home-video, this profile will probably be more successful.
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5 Glossary

Glossary

 

3GPP/2: 3rd Generation Partnership Project, MPEG-4-video standards for mobile phones.

4:3: TV-aspect ratio.

16:9: Wide screen-TV-aspect ratio.

480p: Customary NTSC standard resolution (progressive scan), with  better quality compared  to  480i (NTSC) or 576i
(PAL).

AAC: A lossy audio compression technology, which is superior to MP3 in terms of technology and  provides  a better
sound quality with  equal bit  rate.  The common container for AAC-Sound  is  MP4; CinemaHD 2.0 creates  files  with
ending m4a when using this profile.

Of all possible profiles for AAC, 'Low Complexity' (LC) is used as default. It is designed for audio  files  with
medium to high bit rates (as of 96 Kbit/s). The sound quality that can  be achieved  with  the bit  rates  can  be
assessed as follows:

    -   96 Kbit/s: comparable to UKW-quality with good reception
    - 128 Kbit/s: close to CD-sound quality
    - 192 Kbit/s: very good sound quality

ASF: Advanced S treaming Format, video file format of the Microsoft Company.

Aspect Ratio: The aspect  ratio  of an  image is  its  width  divided  by its  height,  for films e.g.  1.33:1 for 4:3-TV-films,
1.78:1 for wide screen-TV and 2.35:1 for cinema films.

Audio codec: For audio data compression, e.g. MP3.

Audio tracks: A DVD can have up to 8 different audio streams in different languages and  sound  formats;  converted
videos only have one.

AVC: Advanced Video Codec, successor of the previously used MPEG-4-SP-standard.

AVI: Audio/Video Interleave, container format for MPEG-4- and other video files.

Chapter: Chapter of a video-DVD.

Cinemascope: Cinema-film format with aspect ratio 2.35:1.

Container: File for video- and sound streams, e.g. WMV.

CSS: Copy protection on video-DVDs.

Decoder: Software for decoding of compressed audio- or video files.

DirectShow: Part of Microsoft’s Multimedia-interface DirectX for playback of audio- and video files.

DRM: Digital Rights Management; ensures copy protection within a multimedia file.

Encoder: Software for compression of audio- or video files.

Frame: Single image.

Frame rate: Measurement of the frequency (rate)  at  which  an  imaging  device  produces  unique  consecutive  images
called  frames.  The frame rate for the European PAL-system  for instance  is  25  fps  (frames  per  second),  for  mobile
phones often 15 fps or below. For conversion it applies: Ideally you take the frame rate of the source;  if the hardware
of a device requires adjustments, the frame rate of the device is decisive.

H.264: Successor standard to H.263, to which e.g. DivX and Xvid codec belong.

IFO-file: File contained  in  the VIDEO_TS-folder of a video-DVD with  control information like branch marks for
chapter selection.

iTunes: Music software  by  Apple  for  organization,  use,  streaming,  ripping,  burning  and  purchase  of  music-  and
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video files with direct connection to the Apple iPod.

MP3:  MP3 is a file format for lossy audio data compression. The sound quality that can be achieved with the bit  rates
can be assessed as follows:

    - 128 Kbit/s: good sound quality
    - 192 Kbit/s: close to CD-sound quality
    - 320 Kbit/s: very good sound quality

MP4: Container format for videos, other examples are AVI, WMV and ASF.

MPEG-2: Common video format for DVDs and Super Video CDs. Maximum resolution is 720 x 576 pixels (PAL).

MPEG-4:  Standard  for  compression  of  video  files;  contains  various  profiles  among  them  Simple  Profile  and
Advanced Simple Profile. Part 2 stands for the customary H.263, Part 10 for H.264.

Pixels: Each picture on a display consists  of a varying number of pixels,  depending  on  the  resolution,  e.g.  76,800
pixels for a resolution of 320 x 240.

Progressive: The German PAL-standard  includes the playback  of  50  interlaced  fields  per  second.  Progressive  Scan
(PAL-Progressive) sends 25 progressives instead of 50 interlaced fields.

Resolution: The resolution is  composed  of the number of horizontal and  vertical pixels.  During compression,  the
original (source) resolution is often converted to a new target resolution. For conventional CRT-TVs a resolution just
below or equal to PAL (720 x 576) is recommended, for HDTV as of 720p.

Ripping: Process of copying audio- or video content from  an original-CD/DVD to  hard  disk.  If copy protection is
bypassed during the process, this is an offence under German law since 2003.

Video bit rate: Determines the number of bits  per seconds to  be used  for compression.  Should  be determined  in
proportion to resolution. The more pixels a picture has the higher the bit rate for a video should be to  avoid  a drastic
loss in picture quality.

VOB: V ideo Ob jects, file format for DVD-videos;  consists  of  several  tracks  with  information  on  navigation,  video
material as well as audio- and subtitle tracks.

Windows Media Audio: Codec for compression of audio content, comparable to MP3.

Windows  Media  Video:  Codec  for  compression  of  video  content,  comparable  to  other  MPEG-4-compatible
techniques like XviD and DivX (usual WMV), or the newer AVC (WMVHD).

Windows Wave: Uncompressed and lossless sound format.
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